**Big data**

Big data are datasets that grow so large that they become awkward to work with using on-hand database management tools. Difficulties include capture, storage, search, sharing, analytics, and visualizing. This trend continues because of the benefits of working with larger and larger datasets allowing analysts to "spot business trends, prevent diseases, combat crime." Though a moving target, current limits are on the order of terabytes, exabytes and zettabytes of data. Scientists regularly encounter this problem in meteorology, genomics, connectomics, complex physics simulations, biological and environmental research, Internet search, finance and business informatics. Data sets also grow in size because they are increasingly being gathered by ubiquitous information-sensing mobile devices, aerial sensory technologies (remote sensing) "software logs, cameras, microphones, Radio-frequency identification readers, wireless sensor networks and so on." Every day, 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created and 90% of the data in the world today was created within the past two years.

One current feature of big data is the difficulty working with it using relational databases and desktop statistics/visualization packages, requiring instead "massively parallel software running on tens, hundreds, or even thousands of servers." The size of "big data" varies depending on the capabilities of the organization managing the set. "For some organizations, facing hundreds of gigabytes of data for the first time may trigger a need to reconsider data management options. For others, it may take tens or hundreds of terabytes before data size becomes a significant consideration."

**Definition**

Big data is a term applied to data sets whose size is beyond the ability of commonly used software tools to capture, manage, and process the data within a tolerable elapsed time. Big data sizes are a constantly moving target currently ranging from a few dozen terabytes to many petabytes of data in a single data set.

In a 2001 research report and related conference presentations, then META Group (now Gartner) analyst, Doug Laney, defined data growth challenges (and opportunities) as being three-dimensional, i.e. increasing volume (amount of data), velocity (speed of data in/out), and variety (range of data types, sources). Gartner continues to use this model for describing "big data."
Examples
Examples include web logs; RFID; sensor networks; social networks; social data (due to the Social data revolution), Internet text and documents; Internet search indexing; call detail records; astronomy, atmospheric science, genomics, biogeochemical, biological, and other complex and/or interdisciplinary scientific research; military surveillance; medical records; photography archives; video archives; and large-scale eCommerce.

Technologies
Big data requires exceptional technologies to efficiently process large quantities of data within tolerable elapsed times. Technologies being applied to big data include massively parallel processing (MPP) databases, datamining grids, distributed file systems, distributed databases, cloud computing platforms, the Internet, and scalable storage systems.

Some but not all MPP relational databases have the ability to store and manage petabytes of data. Implicit is the ability to load, monitor, backup, and optimize the use of the large data tables in the RDBMS. \[17\][18]

Impact
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey collected more data in its first few weeks than the entire data collection in the history of astronomy back in the year 2000. Since that time, it has amassed 140 terabytes of information. The successor to this telescope, the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope, will come online in the year 2016 and will acquire that amount of data every five days. \[19\] Wal-Mart handles more than 1 million customer transactions every hour which in turn imports into databases estimated at more than 2.5 petabytes which is the equivalent of 167 times the books in America’s Library of Congress. Facebook handles 40 billion photos from its user base. Decoding the human genome originally took 10 years to process when it can now be achieved in one week. \[20\]

The impact of, “Big Data,” has increased the demand of information management specialists in that Oracle, IBM, Microsoft, and SAP have spent more than $15 billion on software firms only specializing in data management and analytics. This industry on its own is worth more than $100 billion and growing at almost 10% a year which is roughly twice as fast as the software business as a whole. \[21\]

Big Data has emerged because we are living in a society which has more of everything. There are 4.6 billion mobile-phone subscriptions worldwide and there are between 1 billion and 2 billion people accessing the internet. Basically, there are more people interacting with data or information than ever before. \[22\] Between 1990 and 2005, more than 1 billion people worldwide entered the middle class which means more and more people who gain money will become more literate which in turn leads to information growth. Cisco predicts that the amount of traffic flowing over the internet will reach 667 exabytes annually by 2013. \[23\]

Critique
Concerns have been raised about the use of big data in science neglecting principles such as choosing a representative sample by being too concerned about actually handling the huge amounts of data. \[24\] As such, the results often are biased in one way or another. Integration across heterogeneous data resources - some that might be considered “big data” and others not - presents formidable logistical as well as analytical challenges, but many researchers argue that such integrations are likely to represent the most exciting new frontiers in science \[25\].
Architecture Comparison

- Survey Distributed Databases [26]
- Marin Dimitrov's Comparison on PNUTS, Dynamo, Voldemort, BigTable, HBase, Cassandra and CouchDB May 2010 [27]
- Big Data Architecture: Comparing Aster Data, Greenplum, Gluster etc 2009 [28]
- HBase vs. Cassandra: NoSQL Battle! [29]
- Why Use HBase-1: from Million Mark to Billion Mark [31]
- Why Use HBase-2: Demystifying HBase Data integrity, Availability and Performance [32]
- HBase MapReduce 101 - Part 1 [33]
- HBase Architecture 101 - Write-ahead-Log [34]
- HBase Architecture 101 - Storage [35]
- MPI [37] and BSP [38] See wiki about Bulk Synchronous Parallel [39] and Apache HAMA [40] on Hadoop cluster.

Performance Evaluation

Existing work done by community

- 2010:Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark(YCSB) [41]
- 2010:HBase - non SQL Database, Performances Evaluation [42]
- 2009:HBase ‐0.20.0 Performance Evaluation [43]
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